Abstract. We provide a natural smooth projective compactification of the space of algebraic maps from P 1 to P n by adding a divisor with simple normal crossings.
Introduction
Fix a vector space V of dimension n + 1. Let N d be the Quot scheme parameterizing the exact sequences
where Q is a coherent sheaf over P 1 of degree d and rank n. The locus of points of N d where Q is locally free can be identified with the spaceN d of algebraic maps of degree d from P 1 to P(V ). The boundary N d \N d , consisting of points parameterizing the exact sequences (2.1) where Q is not locally free, has rather complicated singularities. One of the main theme of the current paper is to resolve the singularities of We proved that the scheme of zeros of k+2+m ρ d,m is independent of m ≥ d − 1 and it is by definition the subscheme Z d,k .
For any two vector spaces E and F , we let S(E, F ) denote P(Hom(E, F )). Then our main theorem reads Theorem 1.1. The variety M d is a compactification ofN d such that the following hold.
(1) M d is isomorphic to the closure of the graph of the rational map In the course of proofs, we discover that our space M d possesses structures strikingly similar to the classic and modern theories on complete collineations, complete correlations, and complete quadrics. Indeed, our proofs rely on Vainsencher's construction of the spaces of the complete collineations [21, 20] . The beautiful stories on these complete objects went all the way back to the works of Schubert in 19th century, to the works of 1 Severi, Van de Waerden, Semple, Tyrrell in the early and middle of the last century, and to the modern treatments, refinements and advances of Laskov [12, 13] , Vainsencher [20, 21] , , De ConciniProcesi [3] , Demazure, and De Concini-Procesi-Goresky-MacPherson [4] in the 1980's. Needless to say, this way of producing good compactifications is nowadays very standard with the Fulton-MacPherson compactification ( [5] ) and Procesi-MacPherson compactification ( [14] ) being the prime examples. Related works in 1990's include the works of De Concini-Procesi schools on hyperplane arrangements and the works of Bifet-De Concini-Procesi on regular embeddings. Lately there are further works in this direction by Wenchuan Hu and Li Li.
We believe that there are some lurking geometric objects, analogous to the above classic complete objects, for which our space M d is a parameter space. This is being pursued in a forthcoming publication [9] .
Using Quot schemes of coherent sheaves of higher co-ranks, similar spaces can be constructed to provide good compactifications of the spaces of maps 1 At the risk of inadvertently omitting many authors who made important contributions to these areas, we mention only a few.
from the smooth rational curve to Grassmannians. This is being carried out in the third author's Ph.D dissertation [17] .
Two further problems to consider are to generalize to higher genus curves and to compare our compactification with the Kontsevich moduli space of stable maps (see, for example, [1, 2, 6, 11] ).
The current version of this work is resulted from a substantial revision of the previous version. We would like to thank Gerd Faltings for pointing out an error and the referee for pointing out a gap in an early version. Many useful comments from colleagues are also gratefully acknowledged. During the preparation and the revision of this paper, the first author was partially supported by NSA and NSF DMS 0901136.
Throughout the paper, we will work with a fixed algebraically closed base field of characteristic zero, unless otherwise stated.
Conventions and Terminology

2.1.
Fix a vector space V of dimension n + 1 with n ≥ 1. Let N d be the Quote scheme parameterizing the exact sequences
where Q is a coherent sheaf over P 1 of degree d and rank n. Clearly, we have the following identification
We will denote the corresponding point of (2.1) by
The locus of points of N d where Q is locally free can be identified with the spaceN d of algebraic maps of degree d from P 1 to P(V ). Thus,
The boundary
consisting of points parameterizing the exact sequences (2.1) where Q is not locally free, has rather complicated singularities. One of the main theme of the current paper is to resolve the singularities of N d \N d . For this, note that N d \N d comes equipped with a natural filtration by subsets
Remark 2.3. Alternatively, we may realize N d as
, not all are zero }.
From this perspective,
More details along this line is to be given in §3.2.
2.4.
In §4, we endow the subset
with some natural scheme structure. This is done naturally through resultant homomorphisms which we introduce and investigate in §3. And then in §5, we show that if we successively blow up
is resolved and the boundary N d \N d becomes a divisor with simple normal crossings.
2.5.
Before we proceed, we fix a set of notations. Let m be any non-negative integer, and again V the fixed vector space of dimension n + 1.
Also, we have the identifications
3. Resultant Homomorphisms 3.1. Resultant homomorphism and degree of torsion.
3.1. Consider the exact sequence (2.1)
For each integer k ≥ 0, we let
be the map obtained by applying Hom(−, O P 1 (k)) to f . We call ρ f,k the kth resultant homomorphism of f .
Proposition 3.2. Let T the torsion submodule of Q. Then we have
Proof. First, we write Q = F ⊕ T such that F is a locally free sheaf of rank n and degree (d − deg T ). By applying the functor Hom(−, O P 1 (k)) to the exact sequence
we get an exact sequence
Thus we have rank
We write F as
Consequently,
and it implies rank ρ f,k = k + 1 + d − deg T . This proves the first case of the proposition.
On the other hand, if 0
There are two cases to consider. First, k − d i + 1 ≥ 0 for all i. In this case,
Second, k − d i + 1 < 0 for some i, say for i = 1, without loss of generality. In this case,
Thus, in either case, rank ρ f,k ≥ (n + 1)(k + 1) − (n − 1)(k + 1) = 2(k + 1). This completes the proof. (1) Assume that rank ρ f,k ≤ 2k + 1. Then we have 
3.2.
Resultant homomorphism and degree of common factor.
3.4.
In this subsection, we reinterpret the results of §3.1 in terms of "common factors of polynomials". For this, we use the following identification
Then we let {x, y} be a basis for H 0 (O P 1 (1)) and let {e 0 , . . . , e n } be a basis for V . This way, any f ∈ Hom(O P 1 (−d), V ) can be written as
Recall that under this view of points of the space N d , deg T is simply the degree of the greatest common factors of f 0 , . . . , f n .
3.5.
Consider the kth resultant homomorphism (3.1)
We abbreviate ρ f,k as ρ f,k : W k −→ V d+k where
Using the basis {e ∨ i ⊗ x k y k−j : i = 0, . . . , n; j = 0, . . . , k} for W k and the basis {x d+k−j y j : j = 0, . . . , d+k} for V d+k , the linear map ρ f,k is represented by the following (k + 1)(n + 1)
which acts on elements of W k by multiplication from the right.
Corollary 3.3 takes the following form in this setting.
We remark here that Proposition 3.2 implies Kakie's Proposition 3, [10] .
Determinantal Subschemes
4.1. The universal resultant homomorphisms.
. We call ρ d,m the mth universal resultant homomorphism.
4.2.
For m, k ≥ 0, the exterior power
Fix any 1 ≤ k ≤ d−1. Then using Corollary 3.3, one checks that the scheme
holds whenever m ≥ k. This would imply that I d,k;m with m ≥ k all endow the same scheme structure on C d,k . Rather than proving this, we will show the weaker Proposition 4.5 below, which already suffice for our purpose. To pave the way for its proof, we need some preparation.
4.4.
Let R be a ring and A a p × q matrix over R. We let I l (A) be the ideal generated by all l × l minors of A with 1 ≤ l ≤ p, q. Suppose B is an invertible p × p matrix and C is an invertible q × q matrix. Then one checks directly that
for all 1 ≤ l ≤ p, q. In more concrete terms, (4.2) means that the following three operations on the matrix A preserve the ideal I l (A):
(1) multiply a row or a column by units; (2) interchanging two rows or two columns; (3) multiply one row (column) by an element of R and add the result to another row (column).
Recall that using the bases as chosen in 3.5, we express it as f = e 0 ⊗ f 0 + · · · + e n ⊗ f n where
This way, the coefficients (a ij ) become the homogeneous coordinates of N d . Observe in addition that for any fixed m ≥ 0, (a ij ) are also the entries in the first block of the matrix A f,m of the m-version of (3.2). We regard A f,m as a matrix over the polynomial ring k[a ij ]. Observe that the ideal sheaf I d,k;m coincides with the sheaf (I k+2+m (A f,m )) ∼ associated to the module I k+2+m (A f,m ). Our strategy of the proof is to cover N d by the standard affine open subsets and prove the statements over the open subsets.
We first localize to the affine open set U 0 = (a 00 = 0). By using the affine coordinates b ij = a ij /a 00 , the matrix A f,m is reduced to B f,m such that all the entries a ij are replaced by b ij except that a 00 is replaced by 1. Then the localization of each ideal I k+2+m (A f,m ) to U 0 is I k+2+m (B f,m ). Now using b 00 = 1, we can eliminate the entries b i0 by some appropriate row operations and reduce the matrix B f,m to
We are now ready to prove (1) over the open subset U 0 . One sees by direct calculations that
For the ideal I 2+m (C f,m ) with m ≥ 1, it is trivial that
On the other hand, observe that C f,m has a (n + 1 + m)
Using the (m + 1) 1's on the diagonal, one easily finds (m + 2) × (m + 2) minors such that their determinants are c ij for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ d. This implies that I 2 (C f,0 ) ⊂ I 2+m (C f,m ). Thus,
for all m ≥ 1. This proves (1) over the open subset U 0 .
We now turn to the statement (2) over U 0 . Consider the matrix C f,m with m ≥ d. It is routine to check that the following holds:
for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. This means that we can eliminate row i for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. We can also easily eliminate the entries c 0i of the first row by using the first column. This implies that I k+2+m (C f,m ) = I k+1+m (C f,m−1 ). This process can be repeated until we reach I k+1+d (C f,d−1 ). Thus we obtain
for all m ≥ d − 1. This completes the proof of (1) and (2) over the open subset U 0 .
To investigate (1) and (2) 
, it corresponds to a change of basis of H 0 (O P 1 (1)); since it induces bases changes in both W m and V d+m , we see that g acts on the matrix A f,m by multiplying invertible matrices from both the left and the right. Likewise, an element g ∈ GL(V ) acts on A f,m by multiplying an invertible matrix from the left. By 4.4,
we have a 00 = 0. If one of a 0i is not zero, say a 0j = 0. It is routine to find a basis change of H 0 (O P 1 (1)) such that under the new basis a ′ 00 = 0. This means that there is g ∈ GL(H 0 (O P 1 (1))) such that g · [f ] ∈ U 0 . If all of a 0i are zero, then there is i ≥ 1 and j such that a ij = 0. Then let g ∈ GL(V ) correspond to interchanging e 0 and e j , we see that g · [f ] places us in the previous situation. In either case, by the invariance of the ideals g * (I l (A f,m )) = I l (A f,m ), we conclude that the statements (1) and (2) 
4.8.
Since
is the Segre embedding and its image scheme is exactly Z d,0 .
In particular, this implies that Z d,0 is smooth. For general ϕ d,k , we have
Proof. The idea of the proof is taken from the third author's thesis [17] . We give sufficient sketch here. We just need to produce the inverse to ϕ ′ d,k . First, recall that the Quot scheme N d comes equipped with a universal exact sequence of sheaves over
where Q is a coherent sheaf of rank n, relative degree d and flat over N d . Similarly, P(V d−k ) comes equipped with a universal exact sequence of sheaves over
where T is a torsion sheaf of relative degree d − k and is flat over P(V d−k ). Next, taking dual of the exact sequence (4.6), we obtain
Tensoring (4.8) by O P 1 (m) for m ≫ 0 and applying π * where π :
where the first map is simply
Since Z d,k is the scheme of zeros of k+2+m ρ d,m , we see that π * G (m) pulls back to a locally free sheaf of rank
Then one checks directly that the disjoint union
is exactly the flattening stratification of G (cf. Lecture 8, [15] ). Now, we let
be the inclusion. Then, the torsion sheaf ι * G has relative degree d − k and is flat over Z d,k \ Z d,k−1 . Thus, by the universality of P(V d−k ), we obtain a morphism (4.10)
What remains is to get a morphism from
where
. Taking the dual to the above sequence, we obtain
We break up the above sequence into two:
Since ι * G is flat over Z d,k \ Z d,k−1 , one checks that K is locally free, hence (ι * Q) ∨ is locally free. Now taking the dual of (4.11), we get an exact sequence of locally free sheaves
One easily calculates that rank(ι * Q) ∨∨ = n and deg(ι
Thus, by the universality of the Quot scheme N k , we obtain a morphism
Together with (4.10), this gives rise to a morphism
which is the inverse to ϕ ′ d,k . This completes the proof.
As a consequence of this proposition, we see that 
when k > l.
5.2.
We denote the final blowup N is the scheme-theoretical union of a Cartier divisor with the proper transform
, that is, locally we have
where P is a principal ideal. Here by I Z , we mean the ideal sheaf of a subscheme Z. To this end, we will relate our blowups to spaces of complete collineations and apply the related results of Vainsencher [21] and [20] .
Using the space of complete collineations.
5.3.
Let E and F be vector spaces. Let S(E, F ) = P(Hom(E, F )) be the space of collineations from E to F . It comes equipped with a universal homomorphism F ) to be the scheme of zeros of the section F ) . We define the following inductively. For 1 ≤ l ≤ r, let S l be the blow up [21] shows that D l−1 l is smooth, thus S l is smooth. In particular, the final blowup space S r is smooth. Further, he shows that S r parameterizes "complete collineations" from E to F (see [21] for more details). The property that we need from Vainsencher's construction is the following Proposition 5.6. (Theorem 2.4 (8), [21] ) Assume 1 ≤ l < k.
5.7. The relations between our blowups as described in §5.1 and the spaces of "complete collineations" are as follows. Note that for any m ≥ 0, the resultant homomorphism of (3.1)
gives rise to an embedding
Consequently, we have
Further, we have Lemma 5.9. Assume 1 ≤ l < k. Then
Proof. In the proof, we fix m = d − 1 and use the embedding
We will use the notations introduced in 5.4 with E = W d−1 and F = V 2d−1 .
By (5.1), we have
Thus, we have the induced embedding
and moreover, for 0 ≤ k ≤ d − 1, we have
Thus, we have the following blowing-up diagram
By Proposition 5.6, we have
Applying the above lemma repeatedly, we obtain
We remark here that 
d is isomorphic to the closure of the graph of the rational map is isomorphic to the closure of the graph of the rational map
It follows that N k d is isomorphic to the closure of graph of the rational map
Thus (2) also holds true for k. Finally, to prove the k-version of (3), we introduce and establish the following commutative diagram (5.2)
Here γ is the obvious embedding. The morphism α is the obvious embedding induced by the inverse of the morphism ϕ ′ d,k+1 of Proposition 4.10. The morphism β is defined as follows.
For any integers r, s ≥ 1, using the following identifications
we see that each nonzero h ∈ V r gives rise to an injective linear map
For any 1 ≤ l ≤ s + 1, it induces an injective linear map
which in turn induces a morphism
Now fix any t ≥ 1. Then, by the means of composing with l L h , we obtain a morphism
Since l L h is injective, the above morphism is an embedding (in fact, a linear embedding).
Observe now that when l = s + 1, dim
Then one checks directly that the morphism
is the Veronese embedding; further, the morphism
is the Segre embedding.
We are now ready to define β. It consists of two components (β 1 , β 2 ). They are
Then one checks routinely that β 2 is the composition of the Veronese embedding
followed by the Segre embedding
hence an embedding itself. Since it is routine, we omit the details. For β 1 , observe that when [h] is fixed, it is injective on other factors. Together, this implies that β is an embedding. Thus, we finally established the embedding diagram (5.2).
From (5.2), we see that the closure of
, and hence equals to P(
is an open subvariety in it. Because the embedding diagram (5.2) commutes, the above-mentioned closure is obviously isomorphic to the closure of
which is by definition Z k d,k+1 . This proves (3) for k. By induction, the theorem is proved.
for any distinct integers i 1 , . . . , i r between 0 and k.
Proof. Again, we prove it by induction on k. When k = −1, both statements are trivial. Assume that both statements are true for k − 1. Then, it implies that Z To prove (2), we consider again the commutative diagram in (5.2), which by now can also be expressed as
Then from the diagram we have that for any 0
scheme-theoretically and further the scheme theoretic intersection 6. The Topology of the Compactification 6.1. In this section, we will work over the field of complex numbers and draw a few consequences on the topology of M d . Recall that for any complex quasi-projective variety V there is a (virtual Hodge) polynomial e(V ) in two variables u and v which is uniquely determined by the following properties (1) If V is smooth and projective, then e(V ) = h p,q (−u) p (−v) q ; (2) If U is a closed subvariety of V , then e(V ) = e(V \ U ) + e(U ); (3) If V → B is a Zariski locally trivial bundle with fiber F , then e(V ) = e(B)e(F ).
6.2.
Fix n > 0. For any i > 0, set
First, we have the following recursive formula for e M d . and so on, we will eventually obtain
, from here it is routine to obtain the formula as stated in the theorem. for all k ≥ 0.
Proof. When d = 0, it is trivial. Assume that the formula holds for all k < d. By Theorem 6.3,
By inductive assumption, for all k < d
Substitute e M k into the first formula, we have
Let β = (α, d − k). Then R β = R α R d−k and β = |α|
Then a simple counting argument shows 
Proof. This follows from that fact that M d is a successive blowup of N d along nonsingular centers.
